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Introduction
At the November 13–14, 2013, PCAOB Standing Advisory Group (SAG) meeting, the 
PCAOB gave an update on recent developments, including an overview of its current and 
future standard-setting activities. In addition, the PCAOB and SAG discussed:

• The formation and potential objectives of a SAG Fraud Task Force.

• The PCAOB’s proposed standards addressing modifications to the auditor’s 
report and the auditor’s responsibilities regarding other information in certain 
documents containing audited financial statements and the related auditor’s 
report.

• The PCAOB’s audit quality indicators (AQIs) project.

The next SAG meeting is scheduled for May 28–29, 2014.

Recent PCAOB Developments
Chairman James Doty summarized recent PCAOB activities and policy initiatives that have 
been completed or are in progress, including:

• The launch of the Center for Economic Analysis on November 6, 2013. Led by 
economist Luigi Zingales, its founding director, the Center will study the role 
and relevance of the audit in capital formation and investor protection as well as 
advise the PCAOB on how the Board can make better use of economic theory, 
analysis, and tools to enhance its effectiveness in standard setting, inspections, 
and other oversight activities. The Center is expected to hire permanent staff and 
begin operations in early 2014. Also next year, the Center will host a conference 
on the role of the audit in the capital markets that features economic research 
by participating scholars on related topics.

• Enhanced outreach to audit committees. Chairman Doty reiterated the 
importance of constructive engagement between the PCAOB and audit 
committees and commented that all Board members interact with audit 
committee members in various activities, including conferences and one-on-one 
meetings. He said that a cross section of audit committee members will have 
the opportunity to participate in a series of town hall or focus group meetings 
planned for 2014. In addition, the PCAOB has developed a dedicated Web page 
for audit committees.

• Identification and development of AQIs. A concept release planned for around 
year-end will include a point of view and preliminary conclusions (see further 
discussion below).
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Chairman Doty 
expressed pride in 
the work that has 
been performed in 
connection with the 
auditor’s reporting 
model. 

• Continued efforts to develop cross-border arrangements for the PCAOB to 
conduct joint inspections outside the United States. Chairman Doty reported 
that the Board has made significant progress toward extending cooperative 
agreements in many foreign jurisdictions and specifically mentioned the PCAOB’s 
efforts to reach an agreement with Chinese authorities that would allow 
inspections of PCAOB-registered firms in Mainland China and Hong Kong. On 
May 24, 2013, the PCAOB announced that it had entered into a Memorandum 
of Understanding (MoU) on enforcement cooperation with the China Securities 
Regulatory Commission and the Ministry of Finance.1 Chairman Doty indicated 
that the negotiations are slowly progressing.

• Building relationships with audit oversight counterparts outside the United 
States.2 Chairman Doty cited Board member Lewis Ferguson’s role as chairman 
of the International Forum of Independent Audit Regulators (IFIAR), which 
consists of 46 regulators from jurisdictions around the world.3 He also noted that 
Board member Steven Harris continues to chair IFIAR’s Investor Working Group 
and that Claudius Modesti, director of the PCAOB’s Division of Enforcement 
and Investigations, has been appointed vice chairman of IFIAR’s newly formed 
Enforcement Working Group.

• Continuing the interim inspection program for audits of brokers and dealers 
through 2014. By the end of 2013, audits by approximately 100 firms will have 
been inspected. On August 19, 2013, the PCAOB released its second report on 
the progress of the interim inspection program, which (1) describes observations 
noted from inspections performed, (2) lists considerations pertaining to the scope 
of a permanent inspection program, and (3) outlines recent developments and 
next steps of the interim program.

• Standard-setting activities. Chairman Doty expressed pride in the work that has 
been performed in connection with the auditor’s reporting model. The chairman 
also provided an update on the PCAOB’s proposals4 related to public disclosure 
of the name of the engagement partner and identification of other public 
accounting firms or persons not employed by the auditor in the auditor’s report. 
He indicated that the time had come to repropose these topics and expressed 
his hope that the Board receives significant feedback on them. He announced 
that the Board would meet on December 4, 2013, to consider the reproposal for 
approval. (See the sections below for a more detailed discussion of the standard-
setting agenda and the auditor reporting proposals.)

1 The MoU establishes a cooperative framework between the parties for the production and exchange of audit documents 
relevant to investigations in both countries’ respective jurisdictions. More specifically, it provides a mechanism for the parties 
to request and receive from each other assistance in obtaining documents and information in furtherance of their investigative 
duties.

2 The PCAOB held its seventh annual International Auditor Regulatory Institute on November 18–20, 2013.
3 Established in 2006, IFIAR concentrates on sharing knowledge and experiences of auditor oversight bodies, promoting 

collaboration, and providing a platform for dialogue. For more information, see IFIAR’s Web site.
4 PCAOB Release No. 2011-007, Improving the Transparency of Audits: Proposed Amendments to PCAOB Auditing Standards 

and Form 2.

http://pcaobus.org/Inspections/Documents/BD_Interim_Inspection_Program_2013.pdf
http://pcaobus.org/Rules/Rulemaking/Docket029/PCAOB_Release_2011-007.pdf
http://pcaobus.org/News/Releases/Pages/11202113_InternationalInstitute.aspx
https://ifiar.org/About-Us.aspx
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Standard-Setting Agenda
Martin Baumann, chief auditor and director of professional standards, provided an update 
on the PCAOB’s various standard-setting activities and reviewed its standard-setting 
agenda.

The following table outlines the current status of PCAOB projects on the Board’s standard-
setting agenda:

Project Action

Recent Board Actions

The Auditor’s Reporting Model Proposal issued for public comment. 
Comments are due by December 11, 2013.

Audits of Brokers and Dealers Final standards approved on October 10, 
2013. Pending SEC action.5 

Audit Transparency: Identification of the Engagement 
Partner and Other Public Accounting Firms or Persons 
That Are Not Employed by the Auditor but Participate in 
the Audit

Reproposal.6 Comments are due by 
February 3, 2014.

Action Expected by March 2014

Related Parties Adoption7 

Framework for Reorganization of PCAOB Auditing 
Standards 

Proposal — Phase 2 (implementing 
amendments)8 

Auditors’ Responsibilities With Respect to Other 
Accounting Firms, Individual Accountants, and Specialists 

Proposal9  

Possible Action by March 2014 (Timing Depends on Third Parties)

Going Concern Proposal10

Other Active Projects (No Timetable)

Quality Control Standards, Including Assignment and 
Documentation of Firm Supervisory Responsibilities

Concept release

Auditing Accounting Estimates, Including Fair Value 
Measurements and Related Disclosures

Proposal

Auditor Independence, Objectivity, and Professional 
Skepticism

Next steps under consideration11 

Confirmation Reproposal

Subsequent Events Proposal

Chairman Doty 
indicated that the 
PCAOB is 
continuing to 
consider next steps 
and is closely 
following 
developments in 
other jurisdictions 
around the world in 
which mandatory 
rotation or 
mandatory 
retendering is being 
considered or is 
taking place.

5 Comments were due to the SEC by December 6, 2013. Mr. Baumann also indicated that the PCAOB is contemplating staff 
guidance to help auditors make the transition from the standards of the AICPA to those of the PCAOB when performing 
audits of brokers and dealers (as the revised SEC rules require).

6 The subject matter of the reproposal was previously treated in two separate projects, one addressing the identification of the 
engagement partner and the other addressing the involvement of other public accounting firms or persons not employed by 
the auditor.

7 Mr. Baumann indicated that commenters were generally supportive of the reproposal and that a final standard is expected to 
be adopted by the Board in the first quarter of 2014.

8 Mr. Baumann indicated that the initial proposal was well received by commenters and that Phase 2 would address 
constituents’ comments and include the proposed amendments necessary to implement the reorganization. In addition, in 
conjunction with the Phase 2 proposal, the PCAOB plans to make the revised version of the framework available on its Web 
site to give commenters the opportunity to test it and provide feedback to the Board.

9 The PCAOB indicated that the proposal is intended to improve the planning, supervision, and other aspects of audits when 
other accounting firms, individual accountants, and specialists are involved.

10 The timing of this project depends on the completion of the FASB’s going-concern project. The PCAOB indicated that it will 
continue to coordinate with the FASB but noted that the FASB is considering comments on its own most recent proposal, 
substantial portions of which will require redeliberation. Mr. Baumann stated that while the PCAOB intends its auditing 
standard to be consistent with the FASB’s standards, the PCAOB’s standard also must be capable of being applied to audits of 
financial statements prepared in accordance with IFRSs.

11 This project was previously called “Auditor Independence and Audit Firm Rotation.” Chairman Doty indicated that the PCAOB 
is continuing to consider next steps and is closely following developments in other jurisdictions around the world in which 
mandatory rotation or mandatory retendering is being considered or is taking place.

http://pcaobus.org/Standards/Documents/201309_standard_setting_agenda.pdf
http://pcaobus.org/Standards/Documents/201309_standard_setting_agenda.pdf
http://pcaobus.org/Rules/Rulemaking/Pages/Docket034.aspx
http://pcaobus.org/Rules/Rulemaking/Pages/Docket029.aspx
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SAG Fraud Task Force 
Keith Wilson, deputy chief auditor, and Michael Gurbutt, associate chief auditor, gave an 
overview of the PCAOB’s project to develop a SAG task force on the auditor’s approach 
to detecting fraud.12 This presentation was a follow-up to a discussion at the November 
2012 SAG meeting, in which members agreed that a task force could be a useful vehicle 
for identifying and considering ways of improving audit practices to detect fraud. (For 
more information on the November 2012 SAG meeting, see Deloitte’s November 30, 
2012, Heads Up.)

Mr. Wilson said that the PCAOB may implement the project in two phases, with separate 
but related objectives, over a period of approximately 18 months. Phase 1 would focus on 
researching:

• The economic consequences of fraud.

• The effectiveness of audits in detecting fraud.

• Potential mechanisms to improve the effectiveness of audits in detecting fraud.

The first phase would be supported in part by the Board’s recently formed Center for 
Economic Analysis as well as by the staff of the PCAOB’s Office of Research and Analysis. 
The research would include consideration of when auditors were successful in identifying 
fraud and lessons learned from situations in which auditors did not identify a perpetrated 
fraud.

The second phase would focus on exploring recommendations for specific actions as 
informed by the research performed during Phase 1. Some examples of possible actions 
were discussed, but PCAOB staff members were careful to note that the examples 
were not intended to be prescriptive. Phase 2 would incorporate some form of written 
deliverable, which may include enhancements to PCAOB auditing standards or issuance of 
PCAOB guidance, among other possibilities.

The task force members are expected to include some SAG members and others with 
relevant expertise.

The discussion continued with presentations from a panel comprising individuals from the 
PCAOB, the SEC, and academia.

• Mr. Modesti reminded the SAG that Congress created the Board in response to 
massive and high-profile financial frauds. He observed that auditors “are uniquely 
positioned to bring fresh eyes to the process” and that their role, when properly 
executed, is an important deterrent to management fraud. He reiterated that the 
PCAOB’s Division of Enforcement and Investigations supports the development 
of a SAG Fraud Task Force and is committed to working with the task force as 
activities get under way.

• David Woodcock, regional director of the SEC’s Fort Worth Regional Office, 
and Margaret McGuire, senior counsel to the SEC’s directors of the Division 
of Enforcement, described the SEC’s Financial Reporting and Audit Task Force, 
which was recently created to identify and investigate federal securities law 
violations related to fraudulent actions by issuers of financial statements and 
audit failures. They also expressed interest in working with the SAG Fraud Task 
Force.

• Lastly, three academics presented their current research on financial statement 
fraud:

o Urska Velikonja (Emory University School of Law) discussed the economic 
consequences of financial reporting fraud.

o Greg Trompeter (Dixon School of Accounting, University of Central Florida) 
presented research on the auditor’s role in detecting and deterring fraud.

o Maureen McNichols (Graduate School of Business, Stanford University) 
discussed the implications of fraud for investors, managers, auditors, and 
regulators.

Mr. Wilson said that 
the PCAOB may 
implement the 
project in two 
phases, with separate 
but related 
objectives, over a 
period of 
approximately 18 
months.

12 For additional information, see the meeting materials related to the SAG Fraud Task Force on the PCAOB’s Web site.

http://www.iasplus.com/en-us/publications/us/heads-up/2012/heads-up-2014-a-summary-of-the-november-15201316-meeting-of-the-pcaob2019s-standing-advisory-group
http://www.sec.gov/News/PressRelease/Detail/PressRelease/1365171624975
http://pcaobus.org/News/Events/Pages/11132013_SAG.aspx
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CAMs were 
described by Board 
member Jay Hansen 
as “those matters 
that kept the auditor 
up at night.”

The PCAOB concluded the discussion by asking SAG members whether the objectives, 
structure, and deliverables of the proposed task force were appropriate and whether 
there were other items that the Board should consider. The SAG members were generally 
supportive of the recommended plan for the task force.

Auditor’s Reporting Model
Jennifer Rand, deputy chief auditor and deputy division director, and Jessica Watts, 
associate chief auditor, provided a high-level overview of the two proposed auditing 
standards13 related to the auditor’s reporting model that were released on August 13, 
2013. (For more information on this project, see the related SAG meeting briefing paper 
and slides on the PCAOB’s Web site and Deloitte’s September 5, 2013, Heads Up.)

On the first day of the SAG meeting, Ms. Rand opened the floor to discussion of the 
most significant aspect of the auditor reporting proposal, the requirement to identify and 
communicate critical audit matters (CAMs)14 in the auditor’s report. CAMs were described 
by Board member Jay Hansen as “those matters that kept the auditor up at night.” The 
proposed standard includes several illustrative examples of CAM descriptions that may 
be included in the auditor’s report. SAG members expressed a variety of views about the 
new requirements and highlighted concerns about implementation challenges, specifically 
focusing on the clarity of the current proposal and the content in the illustrative examples:

• SAG members voiced concerns that the illustrative examples include descriptions 
of the audit procedures performed while the proposed standard does not 
specifically require such descriptions. Some SAG members were generally 
opposed to including descriptions of audit procedures in descriptions of CAMs 
and questioned the value of such audit procedure descriptions to investors and 
other users of auditors’ reports. Other SAG members were more supportive of 
describing audit procedures, indicating that this kind of information would be 
informative and valuable to investors.

• SAG members also highlighted that the illustrative examples may introduce new 
information in the auditor’s report that had not previously been disclosed by 
management, such as control deficiencies less severe than material weaknesses. 
Mr. Baumann explained that the inclusion of this type of information in the 
illustrative examples was intentional and that the PCAOB hopes to obtain views 
on this matter in the comment letter process. Several SAG members expressed 
concerns about including information in the auditor’s report not previously 
disclosed by management.

• Multiple SAG members conveyed concerns about the real possibility that the 
description of CAMs may become “boilerplate” over time and that auditors 
may tend toward identifying and communicating too many CAMs. Some SAG 
members favored making matters communicated to the audit committee the 
starting point for potential CAMs, noting that an auditor would be unlikely to 
include in the auditor’s report a CAM that was not a matter previously discussed 
with the audit committee.

• Several SAG members asked the Board to consider the costs and benefits of 
adding CAMs to the auditor’s report.

• SAG members also noted that the International Auditing and Assurance 
Standards Board (IAASB) is also working on revising the auditor reporting model 
and that its proposal includes requirements to identify key audit matters (KAMs), 
which are similar to the PCAOB’s CAMs. SAG members encouraged the PCAOB 
to continue collaborating with the IAASB to attempt to eliminate unnecessary 
differences and mitigate potential user confusion.

13 PCAOB Release No. 2013-005, Proposed Auditing Standards — The Auditor’s Report on an Audit of Financial Statements 
When the Auditor Expresses an Unqualified Opinion; the Auditor’s Responsibilities Regarding Other Information in Certain 
Documents Containing Audited Financial Statements and the Related Auditor’s Report; and Related Amendments to PCAOB 
Standards.

14 CAMs are those matters addressed during the audit that (1) involved the most difficult, subjective, or complex auditor 
judgments; (2) posed the most difficulty to the auditor in obtaining sufficient appropriate audit evidence; or (3) posed the 
most difficulty to the auditor in forming the opinion on the financial statements.

http://pcaobus.org/Rules/Rulemaking/Docket034/Release_2013-005_ARM.pdf
http://pcaobus.org/Rules/Rulemaking/Docket034/Release_2013-005_ARM.pdf
http://pcaobus.org/News/Events/Documents/1115162013_SAG/Auditors_Reporting_Model.pdf
http://pcaobus.org/News/Events/Documents/1115162013_SAG/11132013_ARM.pdf
http://www.iasplus.com/en-us/publications/us/heads-up/2013/pcaob-proposals
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Many SAG members 
raised questions and 
concerns about the 
requirement to 
include disclosure of 
auditor tenure in the 
auditor’s report, 
noting the lack of 
demonstrated 
connection to audit 
quality and the 
possibility that the 
information might 
be misinterpreted. 

Editor’s Note: The IAASB has also issued a proposal15 related to the auditor’s 
reporting model. Comments on the IAASB proposal were due on November 22, 2013.

On the second day of the SAG meeting, Ms. Rand and Ms. Watts focused the discussion 
of the proposed auditing standards on the new elements of the auditor’s report and the 
auditor’s responsibilities regarding other information.

Ms. Rand opened the floor to discussion of the new elements of the auditor’s report, 
including statements to address auditor independence and auditor tenure. The following 
views were expressed:

• While many SAG members were supportive of a required statement addressing 
independence, some SAG members questioned the wording of the required 
statement, noting in particular that it lacked specific language to indicate that the 
auditor is independent. Mr. Baumann acknowledged the concern and explained 
that because of the way the independence rules are written for auditors of public 
companies, the staff had to be careful about how it described the independence 
requirement. He provided his perspective that this requirement was directed at 
focusing auditors’ attention on the importance of having an independent state of 
mind.

• Many SAG members raised questions and concerns about the requirement 
to include disclosure of auditor tenure in the auditor’s report, noting the 
lack of demonstrated connection to audit quality and the possibility that the 
information might be misinterpreted, especially if the disclosure is next to the 
independence statement. Other SAG members noted that it is a data point and 
that if investors are interested in the information, it should be disclosed. Some 
SAG members suggested that such a disclosure would be more appropriate in 
the proxy statement than in the auditor’s report. One SAG member (Bill Platt), 
acknowledging the inability of the PCAOB to impose requirements related to 
proxy statement disclosures, suggested that an alternative solution the PCAOB 
might consider would be to require disclosure of auditor tenure in the auditor’s 
report only if it was not previously disclosed in the most recently issued proxy 
statement.

Next, Ms. Rand outlined the requirements in the proposed standards related to the 
auditor’s responsibilities regarding other information in certain documents containing 
audited financial statements and the related auditor’s report. Under existing PCAOB 
standards, the auditor has a responsibility to “read and consider” whether such other 
information is materially consistent with the financial statements. The proposed standard 
addresses the auditor’s responsibility for other information and describes procedures for 
the auditor to perform in evaluating the other information on the basis of relevant audit 
evidence obtained and conclusions reached during the audit. The PCAOB’s proposal 
also requires additional communication in the auditor’s report about the auditor’s 
responsibilities for, and the results of, the auditor’s evaluation of the other information.

• Many SAG members expressed support for requiring the auditor’s responsibilities 
for other information to be more clearly communicated in the auditor’s report 
but raised concerns that the proposed standard was not sufficiently clear 
about expected auditor performance requirements (i.e., many members raised 
questions about the meaning of the term “evaluate” as used in the proposal, 
particularly when applied to qualitative or nonfinancial information). SAG 
members were concerned that the proposal would significantly expand the 
auditor’s responsibilities relative to those under current PCAOB standards.

15 Reporting on Audited Financial Statements: Proposed New and Revised International Standards on Auditing (ISAs).

https://www.ifac.org/sites/default/files/publications/files/Complete ED, Reporting on Audited Financial Statements.pdf
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Mr. Jonas expressed 
his enthusiasm for 
the AQI project, 
noting that the 
Board’s project is 
unique in that it is 
identifying 
quantitative, as 
opposed to 
qualitative, AQIs.

• SAG members noted that because the scope of other information has been 
expanded to include information that was not derived from the accounting 
books and records or subject to the entity’s system of internal control, the 
auditor may have little basis for evaluating unrelated information obtained during 
the audit. Some SAG members questioned the ability of the auditor to identify 
material misstatements of fact in such information, noting that in some cases, 
such an assessment might be a legal one and therefore outside the scope of the 
auditor’s expertise.

• SAG members emphasized the need to carefully consider the costs and benefits 
related to this proposal and recommended field testing and additional outreach.

Ms. Rand thanked the SAG members for their feedback and reminded the SAG that the 
deadline for comments on the proposed standards and related amendments is December 
11, 2013. The Board may hold a public roundtable in 2014 to discuss the proposed 
standards and comments received.

Audit Quality Indicators
Office of Research and Analysis Director Greg Jonas and Deputy Director George Wilfert 
provided an update on the AQI project. (For more information on this project, see the 
related SAG meeting slides on the PCAOB’s Web site and Deloitte’s June 25, 2013, Heads 
Up.)

Mr. Jonas thanked the SAG for the feedback it provided on potential AQIs at the May 
2013 SAG meeting. He expressed his enthusiasm for the project, noting that the Board’s 
project is unique in that it is identifying quantitative, as opposed to qualitative, AQIs.

Largely on the basis of feedback from the SAG surveys, the project narrowed down its 
initial list of approximately 70 potential AQIs to 30 promising AQIs. Shortly after year-end, 
the Board expects to have a concept release that will include 20 to 30 promising AQIs. 
Of that group of AQIs, Mr. Jonas believes that some can be released without reservation 
while others may present challenges. The Board plans to consider the comments received 
on the concept release and the results of field testing during its redeliberation of the 
proposal, which is expected to culminate in 15 AQIs for a future proposal.

Mr. Jonas explained that the concept release will most likely consist of three parts:

• Objectives and Background.

• Definition, Framework, and Top AQI Metrics.

• Potential Use of Metrics.

He indicated that the next steps are to (1) continue soliciting feedback and (2) develop 
models for testing the selected AQIs.

SAG members showed overwhelming support for the AQI project and believe that it will 
promote audit quality.

Editor’s Note: The IAASB also has a project related to audit quality.16 At its December 
2012 meeting, the IAASB approved for public comment the consultation paper A 
Framework for Audit Quality. The proposed framework describes factors that increase 
the likelihood that quality audits will be consistently performed and encourages audit 
firms and other stakeholders to challenge themselves by considering whether they 
can do more to improve audit quality in their particular environments. The stated 
objectives of the framework are to raise awareness of the key elements of audit quality, 
encourage stakeholders to explore ways of improving audit quality, and facilitate 
greater dialogue between key stakeholders on the topic. The IAASB has responded 
to comments received and plans to present a revised draft of its framework for final 
approval at its December 2013 meeting.

On August 13, 2013, the Center for Audit Quality released a resource on audit quality 
reporting to highlight important elements of audit quality that U.S. audit firms could 
consider in refining or developing the reporting policies they apply in their public-
company audit practice.

16 For more information about the project on audit quality, see IFAC’s Web site.

http://pcaobus.org/News/Events/Documents/1115162013_SAG/11142013_AQI.pdf
http://pcaobus.org/News/Events/Pages/11132013_SAG.aspx
http://www.iasplus.com/en-us/publications/us/heads-up/2013/pcaob-sag-may-2013
http://www.iasplus.com/en-us/publications/us/heads-up/2013/pcaob-sag-may-2013
http://www.thecaq.org/docs/audit-committees/caqresourceonauditqualityreporting.pdf?sfvrsn=0
http://www.thecaq.org/docs/audit-committees/caqresourceonauditqualityreporting.pdf?sfvrsn=0
http://www.ifac.org/auditing-assurance/projects/audit-quality
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